"ONE IS ONE AND ALL ALONE'
literature, History, Modern Languages; so when presently/the
time came to read not for felicity alone, nor for escape nor
excitement, nor for encounter with wit or beauty or strangeness,
I found increasingly that a little hard crust formed round each
• first chapter, and I had to make an effort to burst it, or leave it.
And during the war, and since my severe illnesses, I rejected such
effort, and rationalized my indolence, my disgraceful longing for
easier reading, by a phrase I delivered for effect: "I don't care
for reading"—Surely an amusing trait in an author of books?
(And who was the first bus-man to say he did not care for bus-
rides ?)
But come now, was it all that amusing ? Or had I merely added
to my own dis-orientation by defining it; re'inforcing the walls
that shut me out from Paradise ? For with my mental muscles
slack from self-indulgence, I began to make a fuss about almost
any sort of reading except the most delectable; somehow I had
to cover my dismay and chagrin over what had happened to
me. And then, as I have already mentioned, illness came, and
trouble, and then the war, and more illness, and I became a re-
reader instead.
But how does one define "difficult" reading? I have never
defined it before, so must grope round trying this and that, while
you wonder perhaps whether I am going to hit it right. Try this:
difficult reading is reading for an unselfish motive outside the book
itself, which may therefore be selected from among subjects for
which you have no personal infatuation. But having had no
education in difficult reading, and no one at hand during those
critical early years who would open up for me those iron caskets
sealed and roped and show me die treasure inside, I plumped for
glowing gold and sparkling silver as Morocco and Aragon did
(not that Shakespeare ever persuaded us that Bassanio, that young
anti-Semitic fortune-hunter and yes-pian, alone had the guts to
choose not by the view). The iron casket warned me off its inside
treasure by formidable words such as: Economics, Government,
Housing, Statistics, Proletariat, Aggregate, Capitalism, etc:, words
certainly without magic or seduction—the Matriarch used to tell
the young generation "Above all^ one must seduce!'* (I do not
think she meant quite that.)
And so, with perhaps the right qualifications, I have missed
the road to political endeavour which might have been my way,
more my way than a career on the stage which was my juvenile
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